PART VIII
MAN'S REGIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
CHAPTER XVIII
THE POORER TROPICAL REGIONS
A. life in the equatorial rainforest
Tropical Diversity
One of the most remarkable facts about tropical countries is their
extreme diversity. They differ from place to place much more than do
regions in mid3le or high latitudes. One reason for this is that as one
goes from sealevel upward among tropical mountains one finds all sorts
of climates .and their characteristic plants and_crops. At ^sealevel there
is a^rofusion^oF tropical plants, which are not found in any other climatic
zone, ~JETl!ireE^o^joF¥lciw thousand feet, plants of the temperate
zone begin to be mixed with the tropical varieties, "and then become domi-
nant. At high^ enough altitudes pine woods suggest those of Michigan
and Wisconsin. Then, while one is still only~a few miles from the palms,
bananas, and lianas of the coast, one finds alpine grasses and flowers.
Above these the lichen-covered rocks and snowy peaks look like high
polar latitudes. Of course one does^not find much difference in the
length, of jay and night within the tropics, and the noonday sun isalways
scorching..hpt^ jNor do^lSie^tEercriTnd climates with tEe stimulating
quality of the cyclonic"'"!!^^	'alutudes
of 3,000 to 6,000 £eetls~delightful. Nevertheless, in order to find as great
a variety of vegetation as one sees in a climb from sealevel to 18,000 feet
near the equator one would have to travel northward or southward 4,000
miles or more at sealevel.
In addition to this, even near sealevel, the contrasts from pkce to place
because of differences in soil are especially great in low latitudes. The
poorest tropical soils, suck"anfiel!e3^	leached
and more hopeless for agriculture than almost any soils in other lati-
tudes. The best volcanic or alluvial soils, on the contrary, yield an extraor-
dinary variety and abundance of products, provided the rainfall is right.
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